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Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights

Many things have been said for years about corruption in Malta and lately even ended the first EU country to be grey listed
by FATF. Malta has always been that corrupt country and failed democracy, where owing to its small size, people in high
positions end all becoming friends of friends, all covering up the abuses of each other, and God forbid you have to take it
against one of them because you will find all guns pointed towards you.

To come to the point, I had a court case way back in 2001 where the Magistrate in front of whom my case was being
heard, ended threatening me in a court room in a court sitting with the words "don't respond me because I will smash you
against the wall". I have amongst others my sister as witness of the incident and even a letter from a commission which
deplored his acts but never took action against him, and left me to vilely be discredited as the mental so that I will never
be in a position to uncover the abuses that easily and be believed, everyone ends taking me with a pinch of salt despite
the evidence and documents I have to prove my point. I have been reporting the many abuses I suffered over the years to
various institutions including the Police but no one took action and it is very difficult to find someone who is ready to
expose the abuses of his superior a magistrate (now ex magistrate after he retired), they reason it rather be friend with
such a big head a magistrate than with me the accused and for so long having been maliciously labelled the mental. I
have even set up a website (https://tinyurl.com/m6bpuztk) where I beg you to see just the introduction to get a small
glimpse of the many abuses I had to suffer over the years.

I ask for your help. Action should be taken against Malta for being so corrupt and with such blatant violations of human
rights.

Nicholas Grech 
Malta ID no: 435076M
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